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We are well into the summer months now and I hope you are all enjoying your various holidays, taking every
opportunity to enjoy this season’s nature offerings.
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Spring has always been the season of new beginnings and change – and that is something that I hope we have
been seeing in the last few months. Whether you agree or not with Extinction Rebellion’s methods, they have
certainly brought the subject of climate change to the forefront of everybody’s minds. Here at New Nature,
climate change is an important subject to us too. Which is why in this issue, we are asking you to send in your
thoughts and feelings about climate change and the future of our planet (p46).
Another thing which is new this month is some of our team! We have welcomed several new team members,
so say hello to Jess Hamilton, Emily Seccombe, Emily Cooper and Hannah Rudd, and check out more about
them on our team page. (p4)
As well as that we have lots of fantastic articles for you to enjoy, so kick back on your beach towel and get stuck
in! We travel to Northern Ireland for our places to go this issue (p10), then dive down into the depths where
we learn about limpets with Elliot Chandler (p20), investigate maerl beds with Harriet Gardiner (p22), learn
about the importance of plankton with Sam Street (p36) and get up close to British sharks with Hannah Rudd
(p14).
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Thanks so much for joining us for another issue – and as always, we want to hear from you, so please get in
touch to share your views, photographs and articles!
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WILDLIFE │ What to watch for

What to watch for in

JULY
and

AUGUST
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Words by Elliot Chandler

July

August

There’s no better time to go for a walk along a canal
or river, as the banks are flush with many wildflowers
associated with these freshwater habitats. Disused
canals can be especially good for waterside plants as
they are effectively long, undisturbed ponds. Some of
the more distinctive plants to look out for in flower
this month include: water figwort, purple loosestrife,
water mint, trifid bur-marigold, the stunningly yellow
non-native monkeyflower, branched bur-reed, the
beautiful flowering rush, and mats of water crowfoot
with their white and yellow flowers floating in the
middle of the streams and canals.

Just as mountain ringlets disappear for another year,
they are replaced in the skies by that other northern
Nymphalid – the Scotch Argus. This attractive
butterfly has brilliant white spots set in circles of black
and orange on its wings, resembling so many staring
eyes (hence the name ‘Argus’, after the mythological
Greek giant who had a hundred eyes) that function as
a distraction to predators. Found in upland grasslands
across Scotland and in Cumbria, this butterfly is one
of the latest to emerge and has a very short flight
period, with few adults lasting beyond the end of the
month.

For readers in Scotland or Cumbria, this is the main
flight period of a northern speciality, the mountain
ringlet. This localised butterfly is a true montane
species and a relic from the end of the last Ice Age
when Britain was mostly tundra and the first pioneer
species were colonising from mainland Europe.
Although it has a relatively small distribution in the
UK, confined to high altitudes in the Scottish and
Cumbrian mountains, it can be very abundant where
it occurs. It is single-brooded and only flies for a brief
period from the end of June through July, so make the
most of this brown and orange butterfly!

What do sundews and bladderworts have in common?
Both are plants that catch and digest invertebrate prey
in order to obtain valuable nutrients, and they also both
flower during August. The sundews – great, oblongleaved and round-leaved – have leaves covered in very
sticky hairs that curl up when an insect gets caught
in them. They can be found in acidic bogs and damp
heaths across Britain, and at this time of year produce
long stalks bearing heads of small, white five-petaled
flowers. The four species of bladderwort are aquatic
plants found in bog pools, while their submerged
stems sport tiny bladders that act like trapdoors –
sucking in passing water fleas to be digested. They
produce bright yellow snapdragon-like flowers on tall
stems from June through to September.
This is also a great time to find your own curlew
sandpipers on estuaries and shallow coastal pools
as they pass through Britain on their southward
migration. These small, scarce waders are similar to
dunlin but are slightly larger, have longer decurved
bills, longer necks and at this time of year are often
still moulting out of their brick-red breeding plumage.
This means that they often have a mottled red and
white appearance.
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Places to Visit

RATHLIN: Retreat to the Island Way of Life
A little known, but inhabited island off the
coastline of Northern Ireland. Steeped in
maritime history and abundant in wildlife,
Jenna Rainey shares her experience of the
‘Raghery’ way of life…

The ferry is busy and despite the looming clouds, most
passengers have chosen to seat themselves out on the
open deck, catching view of our approach into port, as
waves splash up over the stern. As we come in to dock,
I am glad to see the welcoming site of a small café
located by the harbour. Sitting with my mug of hot
cocoa, waiting for the dark skies to pass, I ponder how
the locals fare with only the one local bistro all year
A receipt is pushed under a glass kiosk window, which
round. Does the menu alter depending on the season?
I take appreciatively, before wandering down on to the
harbour slipway, where my seafaring passage awaits.
Rejuvenated, I follow the path leading through the
The sky is grey, threatening rain. A sudden gust of
town and wander down on to the pebbled beach front.
wind sweeps strands of hair across my face, salt from
Rocks clash and scrap beneath me, as my feet stumble
the Atlantic pungent in the air. I’m boarding the MV
to find their footing. Colours of chalk and charcoal
Canna, a car ferry that operates the route between
clash dramatically by the frothing water’s edge,
Ballycastle and Rathlin Island.
tangled fronds of dulse and kelp scattered irregularly
across the strand. I wander close to the ruins of the
Situated approximately eight miles from the mainland
old storehouse and gaze out to the open waters. I spot
coast of Northern Ireland, Rathlin Island or ‘Raghery’
a common seal, which typically breed in nearby caves,
to the locals, provides a rural haven for an average
basking on an exposed outcrop close to the shore. The
population of around 100 residents, but is likely
clean, cold waters around the island, provide an ideal
outnumbered by the abundance of native wildlife. The
microclimate for both plant and marine life, thanks
island is said to have gained its name from a devolved
to the mix in waters from the Irish Sea and Atlantic
Gaelic word Rechru, meaning ‘standing before Erin’
Ocean. This has led to a new cottage industry on the
or ‘fort of Ireland’. This then evolved into Reachra,
island, exporting kelp to Japan.
meaning ‘place of many shipwrecks’. Eventually the
names Raghery and Rathlin became common across
I drop-in to the Boathouse Visitor Centre, which
the 13th century and have remained ever since.
offers a compact gallery of maritime history and
artefacts relating to the island’s history. The waters
surrounding Rathlin are notorious for shipwrecks
and have even been known to bear treasure from
the Spanish Armada. This family run attraction held
special meaning to me, as the Cecil family who manage
it and many other attractions on Rathlin, were once
friends of my father. Together they would go out on
diving expeditions around the Irish coast, including
several of the Armada wrecks. It is endearing to hear
the human stories of the islanders, as I listen to them
share their memoirs.
Vivid images of underwater adventures running
through my head, I take to the hills, to explore the
rich, ecological environment that makes Rathlin a
- 10 -
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place of protected conservation. The island is a rural
haven for ramblers, offering eight signposted walks
around its six mile perimeter. Although, many of these
paths have been granted permission with the respect
of the landowners, so do take care when walking. One
popular route is the Kebble Cliff Walk, which offers
dramatic views over the chalk and basalt cliffs, to the
southern point of the island and mainland beyond.
The path also passes Bull Point, which overlooks
the body of water in which Virgin tycoon Richard
Branson crashed unexpectedly, during a transatlantic
hot-air balloon voyage in 1987. Branson was rescued
by one of the islanders and in return donated a large
sum of money, which went towards the refurbishment
of the Old Manor House Hotel and funding for the
island’s voluntary lifeboat service.
Perhaps the most significant treasure of the island
though, lies to the west. Accessible on foot or by
bus, the RSPB Seabird Centre is home to the largest
breeding seabird colony in the north of Ireland.
Situated by the island’s West Lighthouse, visitors can
get close to puffins, kittiwakes, fulmars, guillemots,
eider ducks and more, all whilst taking in panoramic
cliff-top views across the Irish Sea. I pass by the local
convenience store, to inquire about a bus to visit the
sanctuary. The lady behind the counter promptly
informs me “You’ll not catch many puffins up there

Transport:

Rathlin Ferry Ltd: Daily sailings from Ballycastle
Harbour
Fast Craft - 25 mins (passengers only)
Car Ferry - 45 mins (vehicles and passengers)
Tickets can be booked in advance online or before
departure at the ferry terminal.
rathlinballycastleferry.com

Stay:

The newly refurbished 18th Century Georgian
Manor House Hotel, boasts eleven contemporary
rooms with original features, as well as a licenced
restaurant, serving locally sourced produce.
manorhouserathlin.com

Highlights:

Boathouse Visitor Centre: Open Daily: 10am-5pm
(April to September)

now, the breeding season started back in April.”
September it turns out, is the end of the season, so no
puffins for me.
Instead, I would endeavour an in-land walk toward the
East Lighthouse; Rathlin houses four in total, which
help in turn to warn passing vessels of the submerged
dangers that lie hidden from human vision. In fact it
has been rumoured that the island’s East Lighthouse
has a ‘claim to fame’. Some locals say that employees of
Marconi sent one of the world’s first wireless telegraphs
from its rocky outlook in 1898. Who’d have thought
it? An invention that would improve communications
across the globe, tested from a virtually unheard of
island, off the North Antrim coastline.
I would strongly recommended you make an overnight
stay on Rathlin, to truly appreciate all that this offshore community has to offer. The Manor House
found opposite the harbour, oozes contemporary
luxury, though there are also a range of B&Bs on offer
if you want to get to know the locals better. For the
low-cost traveller or passing backpacker, there are
also bunk hostels available. Time restrictions meant
I was unable to stay on this particular visit, but it is
certainly on my list to try out the Manor House next
time. Heeding advice of the locals, maybe I’ll catch a
glimpse of the puffins as well!
Browse the wealth of artefacts and photographs from
Rathlin’s rich maritime past, with local residents on
hand to provide further information on island life.
Church Bay & Harbour
The quayside leads off Rathlin’s central promenade,
where you’ll find the majority of local facilities laid
out before you; including the island’s only pub, where
you’ll find the ferry staff are also the bartenders.
RSPB West Light Seabird Centre: Open Daily:
11am - 4pm
From 1st April - 17th September 2017 (Extended
Opening Hours May to August)
The newly-refurbished centre offers views on one
of the largest breeding sea-bird colonies in Europe,
as well as offering the chance to view the working
lighthouse housed on-site.

- 11 -
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S p e c i e s Fo c u s

GREY SEALS
Halichoerus grypus

Words by Scott Thomson

D

id you know that the Latin name
of the grey seal translates as “hook
nosed sea pig”? A rather harsh
assessment of one of our best loved
animals, I would suggest. For a great many
people, myself included, the grey seal was
the first marine mammal we ever saw and
one that was instantly recognisable.
Despite their names, grey seals in the UK
are more common than common seals
with around 120,000 grey seals to only
55,000 common. The reason for this is
that there are more common seals overall
in the world, it’s just that the UK is a
stronghold for the greys with almost one
third of the world’s population residing
here. That being said, it is not often you
see more than two or three seals at a
time unless you observe a colony during
the breeding season. If you haven’t done
so, I highly recommend it as an amazing
experience.
In a previous job I was lucky enough to
work nearby to the Isle of May, which
recently took the mantle of biggest UK
seal colony from the Farne Islands. At its
peak, there are 10,000 seals on the island
and around 2500 pups being born each
year. Whilst it is quite a spectacle, it is also
nature at its most brutal; grey seals do not
have an easy start to life and the mortality
rate is high. This is because the grey seals
reproduce in one of the strangest ways
of any animal. Typically most animals
breed in the springtime when the weather
improves and food becomes readily
available. Not so for the grey seals. They
give birth on rocky beaches in late autumn
and early winter to tiny, furry seal pups
who are neither waterproof nor able to
Image: Roisin Maddison

swim. During winter storms you can only
cross your fingers and watch as the seal
mothers try to keep their young out of the
roaring waves and push them up the beach
to safety.
You may well ask why this strategy
evolved? The answer is quite simple really,
grey seals are fed very intensively when
they are born with milk that is about 60%
fat (human breast milk is about 4%) and
very calorie rich. As a result, the pups
gain 1-2kg of weight per day. Typically, a
newborn seal will weigh about 14kg and
so the rate of weight gain is extreme to
say the least. During this time though the
mother seals do not feed and so are losing
1-2kg of weight in milk per day plus what
they need to survive. The females can only
stay with their pups for around 3 weeks
before heading off again to feed. This is
timed to coincide with their prey being
abundant meaning they can gain the
weight back quickly and fatten up over
spring when food is plentiful.
This would be remarkable in itself, but
the story doesn’t end there. Female seals
mate only a few weeks after giving birth
but don’t become “pregnant” immediately.
Grey seals store the sperm but delay
fertilisation until their body fat has
increased and they are physically capable
of once again producing offspring.
The grey seal may be one of the first
marine mammals we see, and one of the
most common, but that doesn’t make it
any less special. In terms of its physiology,
it is one of the most remarkable animals
in the world, an underappreciated great
that we should be very grateful to have
swimming off our shores.
- 12 -
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IN
DEEP
WATER
The Sharks Residing
in Britain’s Depths
Words by Hannah Rudd

Bluntnose Sixgill Shark (Hexanchus
griseus)
You may recognise this species for bumping the
submarine during a Blue Planet II sequence 700
metres down in the Azores archipelago and you may
also be surprised to learn that we have these deepsea giants patrolling the waters surrounding Britain.
Being a member of the Hexanchidae family, this
shark has more close relatives in the fossil record
dating back 200 million years than living relatives
– which include the Greenland shark. Sometimes
referred to as the ‘cow shark’, the bluntnose sixgill
shark can grow to 7.6 metres in length and inhabits
the deep-benthic waters off the coast of the UK, but
it is also globally distributed. Typically, the bluntnose
sixgill shark is found between 180 – 1,100 metres, so
you are unlikely to see one of these whilst snorkelling
along our coastline. That said, juveniles will swim near
the shoreline in search for food at depths of around
12 metres, but characteristically this has only been
observed at night.
Like the other deep-sea sharks you are about to meet,
the bluntnose sixgill is in dire need of an updated
International Union for the Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) assessment. Currently it has been given ‘Near
Threatened’ status; however, due to its extensive range,
longevity and popularity abroad as a sport fish, the
bluntnose sixgill is vulnerable to population declines.
Being a slow-moving species the bluntnose sixgill
is also susceptible to being caught as bycatch via
longlines, gillnets and trawls – just to name a few.

What sharks inhabit Britain’s waters? Many will rush
to answer this question with ‘basking shark’, ‘blue
shark’ and even the odd ‘mako shark’, and they would
be correct; however, Britain’s coast is teeming with
elasmobranchs. The UK’s seas are home to a variety
of uncommonly known species that lurk beneath the
depths away from prying human eyes, but with this
mystery comes a variety of unknowns about their life
histories which are vital in securing the necessary
Bramble Shark (Echinorhinus brucus)
protections for these species. A source of tantalising
discoveries for marine scientists awaits - welcome to
Covered in distinguishing thorn-like dermal denticles
the fascinating world of deep-sea sharks.
randomly distributed across its body and with a

purplish brown colour, the bramble shark is a bizarre
sight to behold. Unlike many other shark species, the
bramble shark lacks a nictitating membrane to cover
its eyes and its skin is covered in a nauseating mucus
which is several millimetres thick. It can reach up to
3 metres in length and the maximum weight recorded
was a 200kg female. Speculation on the bramble
sharks range is still widespread with scientists unsure
of whether it inhabits depths deeper than those that
are currently commercially fished. That said, there
have been reports of it comprising an infrequent
component of fisheries bycatch in the Northeast
Atlantic and it is presently believed to reside between
400 – 900 metres below the surface.
Like other deep-sea sharks very little is known about
its life history; however, it is likely to be slow-growing
and late maturing like many other deep-sea species,
making it vulnerable to anthropogenic threats. The
IUCN has currently listed the bramble shark as being
‘data deficient’, making management plans incredibly
hard to produce; however, due to its predicted slow
maturity and low fecundity, alongside its likelihood
to be caught as bycatch, it is likely the bramble shark
meets the characteristics to be listed a ‘vulnerable’.

Sailfin Roughshark (Oxynotus
paradoxus)
These guys have incredibly cool skin thanks to their
unique dermal denticles. Belonging to the Oxynotidae
family, the sailfin roughshark is a species of dogfish
shark that can be found between depths of 265 and
720 metres. What we do know about this species is
that it predates small benthic animals like crustaceans
and small bottom-dwelling fish. Reproducing
ovoviviparously - meaning that its embryos develop
inside the females until they are ready to hatch,

H

receiving no placental connection with their mother
and only receiving nourishment from the egg yolk sac
– the pups are roughly 25 cm in length.
As with all deep-water dwelling species it is hard
to gather sufficient information to make a reliable
conservation assessment and so the IUCN has
declared the sailfin roughshark as ‘data deficient’.
That said, this species resides within waters where
deep-water fisheries operate, making it likely that it
is vulnerable to population crashes before we have
fully understood its life history in order to afford it
the necessary protections.

Starry Smooth-hound
(Mustelus asterias)
The starry smooth-hound is a native species to the
UK being found between depths of 1 – 200 metres.,
reaching a length of up to 1.4 metres. It gets its
name from a scattering of small white spots on its
back which resemble stars across a night sky. It is
more common within the Northeast Atlantic than its
relative the common smooth-hound (M. mustelus)
and is a bottom-dwelling species, favouring sandy and
gravelly bottoms and occasionally migrating inshore
during the summer. It feasts on a diet of crustaceans,
such as slipper lobsters located on the continental
shelf. Out of all the deep-sea sharks featured this is
the one you are most likely to see with observations
recorded in large bays and coastal areas across the UK,
including the Outer Thames, Solent, Bristol Channel
and Cardigan Bay. The IUCN Red List has currently
assessed the starry smoothhound as ‘least concern’;
however, this assessment was last carried out in 2006
and needs updating due to its susceptibility of the
species to capture in trawl, gillnet, trammel net and
line gear.

ANNAH RUDD
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Hannah is an MSc Marine Environmental Management
postgraduate at the University of York. She is an ocean
advocate and her love for marine conservation has
taken her around the world.
@hannahsrudd
@hannahandthesea
Website:hannahrudd.com
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REBECCA'S BUTTERFLY FARM

R

ebecca has nurtured, protected and released
over 350 butterflies, all of which were
found as eggs in her garden. She can
identify many UK butterfly species and knows
a lot of butterfly facts for a child of 8 years old.
Rebecca’s love for butterflies started when she was
just 2 years old when she visited Stratford Butterfly
Farm, a place she still visits regularly. At the age of 3,
her love for butterflies really spread its wings when
she raised a caterpillar to a butterfly which was found
in the broccoli when her mum was preparing dinner.
She called the green caterpillar Pat and watched it
transform into a chrysalis & emerge as a small white
butterfly, learning to feed it sweet juicy fruit, sugar
water and flower nectar.
The Butterfly Farm started in summer 2017 when
butterfly eggs were found on the broccoli in the
family garden. To protect the eggs from predators,
the plants were placed into pots and put in Rebecca’s
(then) playhouse. It was fascinating to watch the life
cycle of the small and large white butterfly. Rebecca’s
interest in conservation grew from this point. In 2018
alone she protected and released over 200 butterflies.

This year Rebecca and family have created a butterfly
garden and are planting many caterpillar food plants,
including nettles from seed, for the 14 species seen in
the garden in the hope of protecting more eggs.
Rebecca is a member of the RSPB and also Butterfly
Conservation; she is aware that some of our wildlife
is on the brink of extinction, including butterflies and
knows they are an indicator of how well our ecosystem
is doing and that their numbers can let us know of
climate change. Rebecca starred alongside her sister
in the 2019 RSPB Big Garden Birdwatch TV advert,
which she takes part in every year. She also helped the
RSPB spread the word for the Big Schools Birdwatch
by creating a video of what she likes about taking part.
Rebecca says “I get a proud feeling when I release
them into the wild”.

She finds it so interesting and exciting watching
the transition from egg to butterfly and seeing how
different they all are with the change in appearance.
She loves learning all about a particular species and
posts videos on her Twitter page and YouTube channel
“Rebecca’s Butterfly Farm” with information on their
food plant, what they look like as male and female and
more fun facts.

“I get a proud feeling when I release
them into the wild”
- 16 -

In 2018 Rebecca planted lots of flowers for butterflies
including caterpillar food plants in the garden. 14
species of butterfly were noticed in the family garden
this year. Rebecca found orange tip butterfly eggs on
the garlic mustard and holly blue eggs on the ivy all
of which have been protected from predators in the
butterfly farm.

Rebecca posts regular videos and updates

- 17 -

of any butterflies she is nurturing on

Twitter page @BeccasButterfli ran
by her mother where she has over 3.4k
followers.
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Notes

THREE POEMS, THREE SEASONS.

‘Winter Heath’ is a poem inspired
by a walk on lowland heath on a
January day. It was a cold day with
little sunlight, and the dominant
colour appeared to be a grey pallor
that suffused into everything; the
sky, the landscape, and my mood.
It was one of many walks I took
on the heath during the winter

S

and spring of this year, and this
poem is probably more accurately
described as the culmination of
impressions of several of such
walks. I was never on the heath for
long; 20 minutes here and there,
snatched mid-day during work
lunch breaks, and fuelled by a desire
for space, quiet, and movement.
They were times to be mindful,
and yet not always untroubled or
peaceful. The particular day I wrote
this poem is distilled as a series of
distinct images in my mind, all in
monochrome. The tall lone pine
tree propping up the heavy sky, the
sound of dry papery heather husks
brushing against my trousers as I
moved, the sharp cry of three crows
flying overhead seemingly the only
other living things in that solitary
landscape.
In contrast to the rawness of a
January day on the heathland, is
my poem ‘A Natural Heritage’
which I wrote for 2019 ‘World
Poetry Day’. The inspiration for
this poem came from the antipode
of ‘Winter Heath’, a summer day
in my favourite heart-singing
home-calling landscape; the South
Downs. The Sussex Downland
has inspired many writers and

OPHIE MAY LEWIS
Based in rural West Sussex, Sophie
finds inspiration for her writing and
photography in the South Downs and
the Weald. Introduced to wildlife and
landscape history through family
walks as a child, she has been hooked
ever since.
@sxfieldnotes
Website: sussexfieldnotes.wordpress.
com
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artists over the centuries, and
tantalised the curiosities of many a
naturalist, historian and walker. It
has also been, and continues to be
a home and workplace, including
for generations of my own family.
Walking on the South Downs is for
me, laced with connections; I can’t
ignore the echoes of stories etched
into the fields and trackways and
hedgerows, whilst in the present
moment I delight in the wondrous
variety of wildlife I encounter in
this fascinating habitat.
The third poem I have chosen to
share is ‘Autumn Park: The Year a
Day Older’ which celebrates the
changing seasons, as viewed from
my window which looks out onto
a communal green planted with
fruit trees, on an early September
morning. There is a rhythm to the
year which the seasons enhance,
and September is a time for new
books, chill mornings, and since I
have had an allotment, for picking
apples. Early autumn is a time of
abundance when we fill the larders
and revel in the delights of a
colourful and fruitful countryside,
but it is also the start of the turning
in, and the shutting down. Scents
are sweet yet musty, and whilst I
am thrilled by the wonderful sights
and tastes of countryside and our
gardens at this time of year I am
also saddened, and disquieted by
the hint of winter’s dark bite just
around the corner. I find myself at
the window often, or walking on
wild windy days, soaking summer’s
stains from the troubled skies in an
attempt to wring every last drop of
goodness from the season.

Winter Heath
Heather-wire, woody, rasp-dry,
Leaches cold colour down from mistthin sky.
But there is no hope there,
the sky is over-washed grey.
A warped pine,
three black crows,
tic-tac-toe,
Black as mourners,
harsher yet,
blank-black,
hole-black.
One calls, ditto.
Scavenge light from the day

Downs: A Natural Heritage
Bone chalk bruised beneath way-marked
graze.
The scent of you – woody and thyme
filled, blossom haze.
Flint nuggets, flat matt black but deep,
crested with white like fossilised waves.
Or storm skies broken.
Grey beech trees cling to the hanger with
root-tangle grip,
supporting the mist roll, fog flow, cloud
slip.
Anthills rise like goosepimples, on grey
soils thin,
As familiar as hair bumps on my own
mudded skin.
Fleece on wire-snag, briar or thorncatch still.
Ribcage of sheep tracks across rolled
breast of hill,
over and over your sleeping flank.
Harebells nod their silent tolling, fairy
curses.
They’ve stolen the voices of tiny lost
churches.

Images: Sophie May Lewis

S

ome encounters with wild
creatures, or moments in
nature seem to demand
something more than a quick blog
post or a paragraph or two in my
notebook. I can be moved by the
rawness and red tooth of nature, or
its resilience, the untold resonant
stories of centuries of people and
land in harmony of discord, or the
sheer euphoric beauty of a special
moment, and at these times I turn
to poetry to express emotion or
capture an idea. Sometimes I don’t
get much further than a line or
two that rolls around my head all
day and is forgotten or lost by the
time I get home and go to write it
down. Other times I might write
something that never leaves my
notebook. I have picked out three
very different poems to share, from
three seasons of nature around my
Sussex home.

Butterflies flit over sheep-bit turf; such
lovely things.
Souls of shepherd and poet and
downsman kin.
Stone warms to clutched caress.
Comfortingly hard. A heavy whisper.
I know this stone. This scent. This land.
My whole world condensed in the palm
of my hand.
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Autumn Park (The Year A
Day Older)
Wasp browses grazes dozes around the
ripe-burst plums.
Bloom-blushed skins split and weeping,
sugars congealing around the edges of
wounds.
Wasp visits the apples too, that lie
bruised and unloved in knotted grass.
Schoolboy still in grey flannel shorts,
pockets filled with fluff and electronic
stuff.
Mine bulge too, with heavy comfort.
Lumpy bumpy clumpy with collected
talismans.
Conker, smooth in my cupped palm, turn
it once twice thrice, soothed to calm.
Long Tailed Tits ping from the cherry
tree,
I squint-focus, count them as they fly,
commas against the gauzy sky.
The greys have arrived and the trees
flare against them,
As though trying to set fire to the rain.
Leaf-sparks launch themselves into the
winds, swirling, snagging,
Into the hedgerows where they linger,
smoulder,
Hops Hips haws, fire motes.
The year a day older.

Under rated

WILDLIFE │ Underrated Species

Species

L

impets are quite frankly incredible. Okay, so they
aren’t colourful – at all – and they have a pretty
dull outward appearance. They also don’t really
move very often and when they do it’s at the typical
pace of a snail. They don’t make great television, I’ll
admit. But when it comes down to it, they are one of
the toughest, hardiest creatures on planet Earth - with
some amazing hidden skills.

COMMON

Let’s start with their most well-known ability: sticking
to rocks really well. If you’ve ever tried to sneak up on
one and knock it off to use as bait (or even to eat it,
which you can, but… why?) you’ll know that the little
sods have a jolly strong foot. In fact, at full suction,
their foot can exert a force of 75 pounds per square
inch! On top of that, they can also exude a ‘super glue’
from their foot at will to attach themselves even more
firmly. This means they can stay attached to their
‘home scar’ whilst being pounded with waves during
a gale-force 10 autumn storm that would easily kill a
human (if you were daft enough to cling to a rock in
such conditions).

LIMPET
Patella vulgata

Considering how tough they are it is little surprise
that a limpet can live for up to 20 years, all on a diet of
algae. Which brings me to my favourite thing about
limpets, and the reason I think they’re incredible.
When a limpet leaves its scar to go grazing on the
film of algae that grows on seashore rocks, it scrapes
the algae from the substrate with its radula, which is
basically the mollusc version of a tongue. This radula
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Image: S. Rae

Words by Elliot Chandler

is covered in 1,920 tiny teeth arranged in 160 rows.
These teeth are reinforced with nanofibres of the
mineral goethite, which contains a high proportion
of iron. This makes limpet teeth the strongest known
natural material on the planet – stronger than spider
silk and equivalent in tensile strength to the toughest
commercial carbon-fibres. This strength prevents
the teeth from being worn down by the rock whilst
grazing.
The fact that limpets, an extremely common species
found on rocky shores all around the British coast and
overlooked by almost everyone, possess the strongest
natural material boggles my mind. But limpets have
another astonishing trick up their sleeves, or should I
say gonads? Yep, limpets can change sex. They all start
their existence as males, but after four to seven years
approximately 34% switch to female for the remainder
of their lives. In order to reproduce they simply release
sperm and eggs into the water where they fertilise
and briefly become planktonic larvae before settling
down on a rock. The release of gametes is triggered
by the sea temperature in autumn dropping to exactly
11 °C, so local populations will be synchronised and
fertilisation ensured.
Limpets are severely underrated organisms that, in
my view, are worth more than just crab bait. After all,
they serve a vital role in the shallow sea ecosystem,
they are proper survivors, and they have metal teeth.
Let’s give them a little love.
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WILDLIFE │ Cornish Maerl

Leach’s spider crab on snakelocks anemone

The

MYSTERY

of the

CORNISH
MAERL

Maerl on the other hand was, for a long time, a
mystery to me. During my time studying at Falmouth
University I had heard whispers of this strange habitat
in the estuary that was unlike any other in the rest of
Cornwall. An area that needed careful conservation
due to its unique features and the home it provides
to marine life. My interest was piqued, but it would
take me four years until I had a chance to glimpse it
for myself.
At this point I should probably explain what on earth
maerl is and why maerl beds are such a special habitat.
Maerl is a type of calcified red seaweed which means
unlike typical seaweed is has a hardened structure.
These fragments are irregular in shape and look like
small pink twigs. Living mearl sits on top of layers
of dead maerl which can take millennia to build up
into the beds we see today. In Cornwall the beds
are made up of two species Phymatolithon calcareum
and Lithothamnion corallioides. Maerl beds can be
found in the Mediterranean and stretch up north as
far as Iceland. In the UK the most extensive areas
are around the Scottish islands, in sea loch narrows,
around Orkney and in the Fal estuary in Cornwall.
Due to only being able to grow 1mm per year, maerl
takes years to establish itself yet it can be destroyed in
seconds by human activities such as scallop dredging
and anchoring of large commercial vessels. Luckily
Cornish maerl beds are protected under European
law as a feature of the Fal and Helford Special Area
of Conservation (SAC).

With great anticipation we descended into the murky
green of the Atlantic Ocean and a luscious maroon
carpet stretched out before us. Light is needed to
illuminate the situation as red is the first colour that
fades under water. With the help of a torch I saw the
dazzling red and pinks of the maerl and the species
that called it home. At first glance there seemed to be
little life among the maerl but as I grew closer more
and more beady little eyes observed me, sheltered by
shells in a variety of sizes. The seabed was littered
with a variety of crab species including hermit crabs
the size of your fist. There were gatherings of delicate
feather like sea fans protruding out of their protective
tubes, after any morsel which passed them by. Scallops
gently opening and closing their broad shells as if
conducting a conversation only they could hear. During
my explorations I accidentally disturbed a large spiny
spider crab whose carapace was camouflaged with
soft red seaweed. It seemed greatly annoyed by my
presence and proceeded to try to gather its many legs
and walk drunkenly away from me.
I feel so lucky to have witnessed such a unique place
and so close to home. The gathering of fauna was
unlike any I have ever seen before on a dive. Not only
is maerl a home to a menagerie of sea creatures but
a nursery to commercially important fish. If you do
get the opportunity to dive on a maerl bed I highly
recommend it and I hope it won’t take me so long
before I see the reds and pinks of the Cornish maerl
again.

Words and images by
Harriet Gardiner

W

hen picturing the Cornish underwater
world, dense kelp forests, craggy rock faces
encrusted with sponges and molluscs, and
long stretches of sandy seabeds spring to mind. These
sights are a familiar friend as you sink into the depths
and explore what the Cornish sea has to offer.
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Fan worm

Maerl
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Maerl: Natural England,Ross Bullimore

INTERVIEW │ Mike Clarke

MIKE
CLARKE

We talk to the CEO of the RSPB about the
future of the charity, what we can do for
our wildlife and all while making time for
a spot of bird watching.

Image: Harriet Gardiner
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INTERVIEW │ Mike Clarke

After 30 years with the RSPB, of
which nine you’ve spent as CEO, do
you still enjoy a bit of birdwatching?
It’s actually a little bit more than
30! Yes I do. My time gets quite
squeezed in this job, but I am very
lucky in where I live on the edge of
the countryside. We get buzzards
nesting in a field behind our house
and red kites regularly flying over.
When I became CEO, I was given
a barn owl nestbox which I’ve
put in a tree in a field next to our
garden – so we pretty regularly get
barn owls, and we have little owls
and tawny owls nesting nearby
too. Nearby there are also nesting
swallows, which I get so much
pleasure out of.
This time last year I volunteered
for an organic farm I know, who
have the only nesting curlew left
in Bedfordshire. I did a breeding
wader survey for them, getting up
early on a Saturday to see them
– which was really wonderful as
I don’t get a chance to do that
kind of thing much these days!
What’s the one element of your role
that you’re going to miss most when
you step down later this year?
It’s going to be a really big step for
me! I was a member and volunteer
long before I was a member of staff,
so I’m still sure I’ll continue to
have a relationship with the RSPB.
It’s a privilege being CEO of the
RSPB in many ways, one of which
being the special relationship with
our members and volunteers – I

really treasure that and I hope I’ll end of the evening, after everyone
continue it as a volunteer myself !
else has gone home, who clear away
the tables, do the washing up and all
Perhaps you could carry out more of the thankless tasks that need doing.
those volunteer wader surveys?
My life was changed by an
Oh yes! I’ve already been told
RSPB volunteer, it opened up
there’s a brushcutter at one of our so many opportunities and the
reserves with my name on it!
potential to become involved
in conservation. Some of these
Are there any new qualities, skills
unsung hero volunteers, they’ll
or insights you’d like to see your
have changed people’s lives
successor bring to the RSPB’s table? and won’t even know it. Never
underestimate an RSPB volunteer!
I’m a believer in ringing the
changes! If I was going to pick out I’ve also had the privilege of
one thing, it would be our ability as working with some of the
a charity to lead social change. If it volunteers on our Phoenix Forum
was someone who could go against (The RSPB’s teen membership).
the grain and catalyse more social They, with me, have gone and
change, I think it would be one of led some of our most important
the single biggest contributions political advocacy – for example
someone could make in this role. the Nature Directives campaign.
There was a massive conference
in Brussels, and the highest-level
The RSPB and the wider event the RSPB spoke at was
environmental sector rely very led by a young member of the
much on the efforts, skills and RSPB Forum, and she spoke on
input of volunteers to carry out vital behalf of young people of Europe,
conservation work. Many of our alongside Frans Timmermans.
readers and contributors, as well The clarity of sight and sheer
as the whole New Nature team, power that our young people
volunteer for the benefit of wildlife have, particularly when they find
too. Can you tell us about a superstar agency to give voice to what they
volunteer that has provided you believe in – that really inspires me!
with inspiration and motivation?
The RSPB’s messaging is about
I can’t give you one because there
looking after all nature across the
are so many! I have a couple that charity’s work, not purely focussing
perhaps mean the most to me.
on birds. So, birds aside, what
would be a mind-blowing wildlife
First would be the unsung heroes. I
experience you’d recommend to
go to many volunteer-led events –
everyone?
and it’s those volunteers that at the
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Wow – there’s so much! I’d kind of
go large and small; you can blow
your mind in all kinds of different
ways. Something large would be if
you’re lucky enough to go whale
watching, which you can do around
the UK coast. Something like a
great whale, or a seal colony; seeing
a big, huge other living creature
can be a mind-blowing experience!

They are amazing little animals,
and not only are they cute; they’re
capable of surviving as dust,
desiccated for 100 years. They’re
one of the few organisms that
have been shown to survive in
outer space in a vacuum. It shows
the tenacity of life- you just add
a little water and they reappear.
Maybe that tardigrade you’ve been
looking at has been dormant for
At the other end is small wildlife. decades, maybe even older than
Go out on a day in summer and you – that’s pretty mind-blowing!
find somewhere like a chalk
downland, or a heathland, or even
The power, energy and drive of
better – a bog! Lie down on your
young people has been felt around
front, rest your chin on your hands the world during the recent Climate
and just look at the intricacy of
Strikes. The impending threat of
nature. You don’t have to know climate change, and the mass loss of
what all the species are – just biodiversity can be a heavy weight
look at the mini canopy under the on a young mind. In a pivotal time
heather, full of an intricate mix of
for the environmental movement,
lichens, mosses, flowering plants, how can young people stay positive
little trailing liverworts. If you’ve and optimistic in their fight to save
got a hand lens you can really get
the planet?
into this. Imagine yourself a giant
coming down into this world, and Right – point number one: it is
then look up and realise the extent not too late. I think the urgency, if
of that intricate world around you anything, is more than the scientific
– that’s mind-blowing for me! review process reflects – so yes
it’s serious. But equally, natural
You can go even further… if you’ve systems have inbuilt resilience,
got access to a microscope, get a bit and there will be resilience in
of moss out of the gutter of your these and the ability to recover,
house, put it in a plastic dish with which we also underestimate.
some rain or spring water and leave
it overnight. You can then start Secondly, it’s clear that the rate of
looking for what are often called change of our response is not fast
water bears, or tardigrades. These enough. We need a paradigmmicro-animals are somewhere shift, and the thing that can
between a third and a half of a change the fastest is the thinking
millimetre big. I promise you – in people’s heads. I’d urge people
they do look like the teddy bears not to look at the recent past in
you have as a child!
terms of political response and
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think that’s a good predictor of the
future – it is not. If our mindset
changes, the politics and what we
do as a society can change too.
Thirdly, most of the choice as to
whether we act or not lies in the
hands of young people. Young
people have far more agency and
power than many realise. Part
of that is being the catalyst of
changing everyone’s mindset.
That’s how revolutions happen, and
we need a revolution in the way
we’re responding to the challenge
of environmental breakdown. It
can start with just one person,
changing the way they think.
Believe
in
yourselves,
because you can affect how
the next chapter is written.
Final question, and a deadly serious
one. What would win in a fight:
100 blue tit-sized capercaillies OR
one capercaillie-sized blue tit?
This is easy-peasy – 100 tiny
capercaillies! I have been chased
by a rogue capercaillie, as have
some of my friends who are bigger
than me, and I have seen the fear
in their eyes. A capercaillie has
no fear. A hundred rogue male
capercaillie could take on an
elephant-sized blue tit and win.
They’ll attack land rovers, people
– they’re so pumped up with
testosterone that it’s no contest!

CONSERVATION │ Project Focus

P roje c t

Focus

The

Northern

Forest
Words by Emily Cooper

A

s the sun dips below the
horizon, the golden light
lures me out from the
comfort of my apartment. I live
on the 5th floor of an apartment
in urban Manchester, perched
far above the firmament. A short
journey in the lift brings me—quite
literally—back down to Earth.
I push open the double doors and
a blast of frigid air hits me in the
face. I inhale deeply, savouring
the lingering smell of rain and
damp soil. The garden isn’t much
to look at; it’s a small, enclosed
courtyard nestled in between
rows of apartments—but its allure
transcends its outward appearance.
A row of saplings line the walls of
the garden, huddled against the
cold like naughty school children.
As they stretch earnestly towards
the warmth of the sun, their brittle
branches rattle in the breeze. With
an unexpected pang of sadness,
I realise that I will have moved
on before they are fully grown.
Nevertheless, watching them
change and grow is a joy. Each day
sees a new bud, a gingerly unfurling
leaf, or a new bird discovering the
sanctuary of their branches.
I may still have a list of tasks longer
than my arm, but I feel more at
peace with the world. I return to
my work with a renewed focus,
wondering how something as
simple as a sapling can affect my
mood so drastically.
As it turns out, I’m not on my own.
The Value of Trees:
Trees are intrinsically linked to
human prosperity and wellbeing.
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Studies have shown that worker
productivity and mental wellbeing
are boosted by green spaces;
that trees can buffer against the
effects of climate change; and
that property prices can benefit
massively from the presence of
trees on the street. In fact, the
Woodland Trust has estimated
that our existing woodland has a
value of £270 billion!
I felt hard-done-by when I
traded the luscious Oxfordshire
countryside
for
industrial
Manchester cityscapes. Despite
this, having access to green
space—no matter how small—has
made the transition much easier.
Lots of people, however, don’t have
this privilege. Many areas in the
city have severed all of their ties to
nature; grass is suppressed by slabs
of concrete and trees are uprooted
to make way for lamp posts.

What is the Northern Forest & of climate change, any carbon
why Does it Matter?
which can be removed from the
atmosphere is an excellent step
The Northern Forest scheme plans forward.
to plant 50 million trees in and
around Liverpool, Hull, Sheffield, How to get Involved:
Manchester and Leeds. This means
more tree-lined avenues, more We are living in a time of
urban woodlands and more trees monumental
change
and
included in housing development upheaval. If we want to secure our
plans. The potential benefits for planet’s future, drastic action is
wellbeing and the economy are needed. By coming together and
huge. The risk of flooding could pioneering an entire movement of
be reduced for 190,000 people; environmentalism, we can make a
thousands of new jobs could be real impact on the natural world.
created; tonnes of carbon could be The Northern Forest campaign
drawn down from the atmosphere; demonstrates that no goal is
and the health, happiness and too big; ambitious plans are a
prosperity of people across the necessity if we want to solve the
North could improve drastically.
environmental crisis.
As well as providing benefits for
humans, the Northern Forest could
help overcome one of the greatest
modern threats to biodiversity:
habitat fragmentation. Planting
more trees could help create
corridors for wildlife to pass
from one habitat to another. The
planting of more trees represents
an increasing number of habitats
and food sources available to a huge
range of animals, which could help
them survive in an increasingly
urbanised country.

If you live in the North, keep
an eye on your local Woodland
Trust pages. You might find an
opportunity to get involved with the
Northern Forest scheme, whether
through helping to plant saplings
or by promoting Woodland Trust
events. You can also help raise
funds for the project—either on
your own, or with the help of your
school. By organising a charity
bake sale or non-uniform day,
you could help raise the funds for
hundreds of trees to be planted.

The Northern Forest could also help
tackle one of the greatest threats
of our generation: climate change.
Trees can have a massive impact
when it comes to buffering against
the effects of global warming. They
act as a carbon sink, which means
that they draw down carbon from
The Northern Forest, an ambitious the atmosphere. In the UK, forest
new campaign headed by the biomass holds around 150 million
Woodland Trust, aims to change tonnes of carbon and a further 640
this.
million tonnes of carbon in their
soil. With the looming threat

Perhaps the best thing about the
Northern Forest campaign is its
ability to inspire. It doesn’t matter
whether or not you live in the
North: this project demonstrates
that we can make a difference.
Whether it’s by planting a tree
in your own garden, or rallying
support for similar projects in your
area, we can all grow together.

On average, 37% of Europe’s land
area is occupied by wooded land.
In England, this figure drops
dramatically to just 10%. The
North fares worst of all, with a tiny
7.6% of the land accounting for
forested areas. Considering that
many Northern cities are currently
undergoing a period of massive
growth, this statistic becomes even
more worrying. There is £75 billion
worth of planned infrastructure, as
well as 650,000 new homes in the
pipeline. Many environmentalists
worry that these developments
could see Northern forests
disappear altogether.
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“The best time to plant a tree was
a generation ago. The second-best
time is now”.

THE ISLE OF MAN
Words by Rowan Henthorn
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“Standing amongst the ancient stones with
the sound of choughs and ravens overhead,
meadow pipits in the surrounding heath and
the occasional view of a hen harrier in flight
really imparts a sense of closeness to the spirit
and history of the island and its wildlife.”
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CONSERVATION │ The Isle of Man

T

here’s a reason why the Isle of Man was the first
entire nation to become a UNESCO Biosphere
back in 2016. The island is unique, both in its
rich flora and fauna but also its culture, heritage and,
importantly, its close-knit community.
Nestled in the middle of the Irish Sea, the Isle of Man
is known for its rugged coastline, rural landscapes and,
to many, for the world-renowned TT races. But it is
so much more than that. The Isle of Man really is an
incredible place for people and nature.
I was lucky enough to grow up on the Isle of Man.
I spent much of my youth in and around the water,
either floating at the sea’s surface, watching the grey
seals dancing below me, or gazing into the seemingly
intergalactic rock pools, full of shrimp and weed.
These early experiences on the Island sent me down
the path I find myself on today.
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Previous Page: WalkingFestival, Department for Enterprise. Images: Peel Castle,
Department for Enterprise; Underwater, Department for Enterprise;

Having studied to become a marine scientist, I now
work for the Isle of Man Government as an ecosystem
officer, working on some of today’s big environmental
challenges.
One of the really special things about the Island is the
real variety of landscapes and habitats that are literally
on your doorstep, or, at the very most, a 30-minute
drive away. Living on a small island means you really
can’t get away from nature and, year-round, we find
ourselves treated to a plethora of delights. Whether
it’s the annual visit to our coastal waters from basking
sharks, minke whales and Risso’s dolphins in the
summer months, or the spectacular night sky and
wintering wildfowl in the winter.
Alongside sustainable development and education,
nature is very much at the heart of our UNESCO
Biosphere accreditation. One of the Island’s most
important terrestrial habitats is Ballaugh Curragh,
which is listed as a wetland of international importance
under the Ramsar Convention. The wetland is complex
mosaic of peatland habitat and has long been noted
for its diversity of birdlife, with at least 39 breeding
species.
Traditionally-managed grasslands and hay meadows
surround the ‘curragh’ (meaning willow marsh, in the
island’s native Manx language). The hay meadows
are particularly spectacular in early June, when you
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can hear the call of curlews and watch brown hares I paint an idyllic picture and, in many ways, it is.
amongst thousands of wild flowering orchids.
We still face the same environmental challenges as
everywhere else, but we hope that being a UNESCO
Being a UNESCO Biosphere isn’t just about wildlife. Biosphere gives us the tools and confidence to help find
It’s also about how we view and value our culture and solutions to many of these issues. UNESCO’s Man
heritage. Our rich cultural history is scattered across and the Biosphere programme is about promoting a
sites all around the Island. One of my favourite places balanced relationship between people and nature and
to walk is up to the Mull Circle or Meayll (meaning helping the community to care about, and understand
“bald” in Manx) Circle, a Neolithic burial circle built the importance of protecting the natural world for a
around 3500 BC.
sustainable future.
Standing amongst the ancient stones with the sound
of choughs and ravens overhead, meadow pipits in the
surrounding heath and the occasional view of a hen
harrier in flight really imparts a sense of closeness to
the spirit and history of the island and its wildlife.
Another 10 minutes’ walk from here brings you
through to Cregneash, a small historic village, which
has long been a stronghold of Manx language and
traditional culture. A further 20 minutes brings you
out to the Sugarloaf, one of the island’s most important
breeding colonies of razorbill, common guillemot and
kittiwakes.

As such, the Island recently designated over half of
its inland waters in a network of 10 marine nature
reserves in an effort manage the surrounding seas in
a sustainable way. Not only have some of the most
special underwater places I have explored as a diver
been protected, but this has all been done with the
support of the fishing industry.

Small islands, by their very nature, tend to have a close
relationship to the environment. Our close proximity
to nature inspires us to think about it on a daily basis
and as such we find ourselves integrating it into our
daily life. We are also a small population, and the
way we interact as a government and as a society is
naturally more collaborative.

The government worked closely with the fishing
industry and conservation groups in the planning
stages. Alongside the new marine nature reserves, the
number of vessels with access to our inshore waters
and wider territorial sea has been reduced. Primary
scallop grounds were left open, while 53% of inshore
waters were closed to protect valuable habitats like
eelgrass meadows and horse mussel reefs and also
scallop refuges, which will seed surrounding fishing
grounds.

A good example of that is the way we manage and
protect our territorial waters. As a maritime nation, we
have a strong connection to the sea and we value the
health of our fish stocks and our marine ecosystems.

Images: Lighthouse, Visit Isle of Man;
Kione y Goggin Sugar Loaf, Andy North

This is the kind of pragmatic solution that really
embodies what it is to be a Biosphere. Recognising
that we are all part of the ecosystem means that
management efforts can be realistic and integrated so
that they are able to stand the test of time and allow
us to develop in a sustainable manner.
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Years ago there was a perception that being a Biosphere
was all about ringing an area and keeping people out,
to conserve nature. And whilst it is important that
we protect certain habitats, it’s vital that we build
on the connection between people and nature. With
knowing and understanding comes caring and we
need engagement from everyone if we are to solve
many of the environmental challenges we face.

Instagram: @biosphereiom
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CONSERVATION │ Phytoplankton

I

f you ask people what they think the most
important organism in the world is, answers
will vary greatly; some may choose large,
charismatic animals such as African lions
or Indian elephants. Others may be more
conscientious and choose trees commonly
found in the rainforests, or even common
grass. I argue that none of these arguments
are correct, not even remotely. Instead, it is
an organism which is invisible to the naked
eye, which most of you will never have
heard of, and, as a result of climate change,
is dying and putting human life in danger.
Phytoplankton.

PHYTOPLANKTON
The most important, but overlooked,
organisms in the world?

Words by Sam Street
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However, as a result of climate change
which is driving ocean acidification, rising
average sea-temperatures and salinity,
phytoplankton are ‘behaving’ contrary to
previously studied. Travelling northwards
in order to inhabit cooler and more
oxygen-rich waters, their predators will
follow them northwards as well. Fish
which consume the phytoplankton will
travel north and so too will seals in order
to catch the fish; resulting in polar bears
migrating northwards also.
Those organisms which fail to adapt to
the new climate will not survive, resulting
in species richness decreasing. “Red tides”
will occur - dense blooms of algae that
reduce oxygen in the water and produce
toxins that can kill aquatic organisms meaning fisheries may close. This will
mean fewer fish available to humans which
will increase prices, which will affect the
poorest in society the most. Since 1950 it
is estimated that 40% of phytoplankton
worldwide have died, and that percentage
is increasing annually. Putting human life,
as well as other organisms’ lives, at risk.

Many of you may ask, “what do they actually
do?” “What makes them so important?” The
short answers to both is “a lot”. Despite
being invisible to the naked eye, when
blooming in huge underwater clouds they
are visible from space - unlike the largest of
trees (giant sequoia) or the largest of animals
(blue whale). The only other naturallyoccurring organism which is visible from
the stratosphere is coral. However, unlike
the Great Barrier Reef, phytoplankton is
not a great tourist destination generating
AU$6.4bn to the economy annually. This article is only a short introduction
Because they are microscopic.
into the role of phytoplankton in the
global system. If you are interested in what
Being primary producers (i.e. bottom of the you have read, tell as many people as you
food-chain), their role in the global-system can about phytoplankton, their role in
is arguably the most important. Containing the human food chain, and how climate
chlorophyll, like most plants, and utilising change is putting them, and us, at risk.
carbon dioxide, they convert sunlight into
oxygen (and energy) by photosynthesis. No other organism is quite so insignificant
This conversion is beneficial to human life in size, yet simultaneously so hugely
on the same scale as the oxygen-producing significant.
forests and jungles combined (50% gross
O2 production), without which humans No other organism seems quite so
would perish.
unimportant to human life than a tiny,
microscopic autotroph, yet is so important
Individually they may be small, as tiny at the same time in maintaining life as we
as 0.2 micrometres in length (1/5000th know it, than phytoplankton. Tell as many
mm), but together they are BLOOMING people as will listen.
massive and can cover hundreds of square
kilometres.
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CONSERVATION │ Finding a Career

Finding a Career in

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
Words by Tolga Atkas

T

olga Atkas was just a child
when he first developed a
passion for wildlife. He recalls
watching the late Steve Irwin
handle venomous creatures in the
Australian outback, and Sir David
Attenborough’s detailed accounts
of an animal’s life cycle in a wildlife
documentary. From then onwards,
Tolga knew that he was destined
to explore the natural world. Tolga
says that this experience “helped
[him to] realise that we have a
planet worth fighting for”, and
that “ all of our actions determine
whether a species will either thrive
or no longer roam this planet”.

Have a rough idea of your longterm career goal: We are very
privileged in the twentieth century
to have something called the
Internet. We also have television
and a shed load of books that
provide all kinds of information
on all of the possible careers in
wildlife conservation. When you
know your dream career, take a
note of it and make sure to work
your way towards that goal daily.
Volunteer (and volunteer A LOT!):
Nobody is excused from this
activity, and in the conservation
world, volunteering speaks higher
volumes than paid work. Volunteer
with organisations such as farms,
zoos, rehabilitation centres, or even
work abroad to obtain invaluable
experience. It all adds up in the
end and looks great on your CV.
I volunteered so much, which
was tiresome indeed, however, the
results pay off in the end!

Tolga was determined to work
with animals, but life had other
plans in store. It wasn’t all plain
sailing; Tolga found himself
studying subjects which didn’t
appeal to him and working in
jobs which ignored his passion.
Twenty-six years onwards, Tolga
is an accomplished explorer and
wildlife photojournalist—we can’t Research on your areas/career field
wait to see what he gets up to in of interest: Our brains are learning
the future!
and will continue to learn. Feed
your brain with knowledge and
Here are Tolga’s Top Tips for research on your chosen career
finding a career in Wildlife choice every day to stay up to date
Conservation.
with jobs and issues that occur in
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your field.
Network
and
make
each
connection count: Sometimes it
is not what you know, but rather
who you know! Get yourself out
there and network with people in
your field. You can do this either
by social media i.e., LinkedIn and
Twitter or attending events in your
chosen field. These opportunities
create opportunities – use them to
your advantage.
Get Qualified! You may need to
obtain qualifications to do the
work you want to do. Whether
that is college diplomas in Animal
Care or Bachelor’s/Master’s and
PhD degrees in Animal Science. It
will come at a cost, but it will reap
rewards and get you closer to your
career in conservation
Set up a blog! This niche sets you
apart from other people, even more
so if you do it correctly. I created
my blog waysofthenaturalworld.
wordpress.com to share my voice
for the species that have lost their
own. It took a while, but people
are actually listening. I have
even entered wildlife blogging
competitions with my blog.
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CAREERS │ Katy Potts

THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM:

KATY POTTS
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W

here to begin? When I was studying
Conservation Biology, part of our degree
involved freshwater river sampling –
initially not a topic that jumped out at me but I went
along enthused to learn.

After the traineeship I took on the responsibility
of co-managing the Longhorn Beetle recording
scheme, in the scheme we collate and manage all
the data for records of British Longhorn Beetles.
We have produced a Field Studies Council ID
guide, draft atlas and run ID workshops to British
Longhorns. I also got a position as entomologist for
Operation Wallacea’s Greek project where I ran an
eight week recording survey for insects on a small
Greek island. I also taught 10 school and university
groups entomology surveying and ran subsequent
identification workshops of specimens we collected;
as well as workshops for the Field Studies Council
for their natural history course program and their
BioLinks project.

We trundled back from foggy Dartmoor, waders over
our shoulders, pots of mucky water in hand to the lab
to learn how to identify and sort the groups of inverts.
Back at the lab we emptied the pots into petri dishes
and peered at the contents under a microscope. I was
utterly enthralled and in awe of these little creatures
that appeared to be moving right in front of my very
eyes. At the time I didn’t know how influential this lab
would be and the cascade of entomological adventures
that were to follow and how they would shape my
career at the Natural History Museum.
My time at the Museum and on the traineeship
shaped me as a trainer and gave me an invaluable tool
During my final year, I was offered a placement at kit to work on projects like these.
the Museum in the Coleoptera (beetle) section. After
graduating I packed up my Plymouth life and moved I now work back at the Natural History Museum in
to London where I undertook my seven month the Coleoptera section as curatorial assistant on their
placement under the guidance of Max Barclay. It was Africa project where I process, identify and curate
during this time when I heard of a new traineeship at specimens from recent expeditions to Africa. As part
the Museum called the Identification Trainers for the of this role I am working on a revision of a genus of
Future project.
weevils called Ulomascus with Chris Lyal after I found
a large quantity of these uncommon weevils collected
This project aimed to address the decline in in Ivory Coast and Sierra Leone. Additional work on
identification skills in the UK. I applied for it and was the collection includes re-curating the Heteroceridae
incredibly lucky to be selected as one of five trainees and British Scolytinae collections and a number of
in the first year of the project. We were taught how smaller projects re-curating and databasing specimens.
to identify a range of UK wildlife from bryophytes
to parasitic wasps and then we were given teaching My time at the Natural History Museum has been
qualifications in order to pass these skills on to an incredible experience, I have gained so much
others. We also got to work with the wider science knowledge and know-how from the science team
team at the Museum and I worked on the Microverse and by working on a range of projects. My future
and DeCoding Nature projects and was taught by aspirations are to become more involved with UK
Museum specialists from across the science team. biodiversity and conservation and I hope I can bring
Working with such a diverse team gave me a broader my entomological experience to this. I am keen to
understanding of the work happening in the science become more involved with education of issues related
group.
to UK biodiversity and the identification skills decline
and hope to work towards starting a project in the
south west.
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PHOTOGRAPHER FOCUS │ Michael Sinclair

Ph otog rapher

Focus
You’re in Control
likely to get the shot you like. This preparation should
involve thinking about what camera settings, physical
position (relative to the subject) and background/
lighting position will enable you to capture the shot
you want. Although there is an element of prediction,
it’s not just completely random, it’s based on what
you have observed. A good example of this is when
photographing Puffins. Being in the midst of a Puffin
colony while they are feeding their young can be a
head-spinning experience. The temptation is to fire
Understand Your Subject
off shots at all the colourful birds whizzing past your
My first tip is to understand what your subject head with beaks filled with fish. Thoughts of photo
is doing and predict what it will do next. This will composition, lighting and optimum camera settings
help you to be in the right place before a desired go out the window! Instead, focus on a Puffin burrow
‘event’ will take place. By event, I mean an action where regular feeding is taking place. Note the
or the time at which your subject is in a specific behaviour of the adults (is there a preferred rock the
position. By observing your subject for a period of adults use before entering the burrow)? Now you can
time prior to actually taking any photographs it think about how to compose and maximise that shot
becomes much easier to anticipate when you are in terms of backdrop and lighting.
Photography involves many variables (e.g. light,
background, movement, colours and target species).
Although these can all present challenges they also
offer opportunities for you to manipulate and control
much of what you do to achieve a desired outcome
- and you can do so much. That’s why I really like
photography!

PUFFIN

MICHAEL
SINCLAIR

H

ere, I describe some basic tips for improving your wildlife
photography. They are based on my own experiences over
the years as I’ve refined my techniques and approach.
Importantly, I’m not going to focus on equipment: instead I’m
going to discuss a few approaches which should help to improve
your photography, irrespective of the equipment you use. I
have also included some photos to highlight the points I make.
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PHOTOGRAPHER FOCUS │ Michael Sinclair

BITTERN
COMMON FROG
Predicting the Unpredictable
Some of the most exciting photo-opportunities aren’t
planned, but happen when you’re ‘out and about’ on
a walk. Although these events will be largely random
and impossible to ‘set up’ for completely in advance,
an element of forward planning should be possible.
For example, if it’s a bright day ensure your camera
settings take into account the impact lighting will
have on exposure. Are you more likely to be capturing
a target species that will be fast moving (e.g. a
sparrowhawk hunting its prey) in which case shutter

speed will be important. Or, are you likely to be taking
pictures of butterflies or bees as they flit between
flowers in a colourful meadow; in that case you may
want to give greater thought to depth of field for
your shot. The most important thing to remember is
that there is no such thing as a perfect photo because
everyone will see and interpret things in a different
way. My main advice here is to just think a bit more
outside the box when capturing your subject. Have
I photographed my subject doing something which
makes it more interesting and appealing to the eye.

CHAFFINCH

Altering Perceptions

Respecting Nature

A powerful way of grabbing people’s attention is to
photograph a subject, possibly viewed as ‘cute’ or ‘nonthreatening’ from an unusual angle to make it stand
out more. Alternatively, species already viewed as
scary can take on an even greater level of intimidation
if photographed from an unusual angle. You can
change what people think in a variety of ways;
experiment to see what you like best! A way to test
this specific suggestion for yourself is to find a subject
and photograph it from above, level and below. Look
at the resulting photos you’ve taken and see what
you like best. You could try this with a few different
subjects!

My final point isn’t a ‘tip’ but instead a plea to all wildlife
photographers. I visit many places throughout the
year taking wildlife pictures and I get annoyed with
individuals who demonstrate a total lack of respect,
not only to those around them, but more importantly
the species they are trying to photograph.

About

the photographer

Michael Sinclair is a young Naturalist from Scotland (Glasgow) with a passion for
wildlife and conservation. He is 14 years old and helps with loads of volunteering
and conservation work.

mikesnature.com
Twitter: mikes_nature
Instagram: mikes_nature_photos
YouTube: Mikes_Nature
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READERS’ CORNER

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!!!
We are looking for people 30 and under to get in touch
with their opinions on climate change and its effects.
How do you feel about climate change? Do you feel
as though the older generations aren’t doing enough?
Are you worried about your future? Is it affecting your
mental health?
Please get in touch telling us how you feel about
climate change:
editorial.newnature@gmail.com

CONSERVATION ORGANISATIONS TEAM UP TO
BUILD A MOMENTUM FOR NATURE IN SEPTEMBER
Conservation organisations will be kickstarting September with
a week packed with exciting events.
Elliot Newton, Creative Director at AFON, said:

OUR CONTRIBUTERS

Check out our amazing young contributors and connect with them online!

Jenna RAINEY

Sam STREET

Raised along the rugged Antrim coast, Jenna
moved to rural Somerset to establish her career.
When she isn’t busy exploring new places, she
enjoys sharing stories of her countless adventures.

Sam is 21, and is currently in his third year at
Keele University, studying Geography. He is
interested in a wide-range of topics including
conservation and photography.

Travel Blog: The Wandering Rose
Author Website: Jenna Rainey
@jennafreelance
@talesofthewanderingrose

Rowan HENTHORN

Tolga AKTAS

Rowan is a marine scientist who grew up on the
Isle of Man. She is passionate about promoting
the ocean and working towards solutions that
address marine issues.

Tolga is an aspiring wildlife biologist, explorer
and wildlife photojournalist passionate about
storytelling for the species with lost voices. He
strives for a future where humans can coexist
with wildlife/nature.

“AFON is proud to be part of what will be one of the most inspirational weeks in the 2019
conservation calendar. Helping to shine the spotlight on passionate conservationists who are
helping to lead conservation successes, providing hope and optimism for a planets future and
detract from the typical narrative of doom and gloom which can discourage mass engagement
within the sector.
We are so pleased to be part of the Conservation Optimism movement, which we hope will
encourage more young people to pursue conservation as a career path.”
With the 2020 UN Biodiversity Conference just around the corner, it is important to start
building a momentum for nature. This series of events intends to kickstart the conversation
by targeting a wide range of audiences from youth to artists. Why not have a week of joy,
inspiration and intellectual stimulation, by attending them all!

@Ocean_row

More info here:
summit.conservationoptimism.org/
www.wildernessart.org/exhibitions
www.afocusonnature.org/2019-conference
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@taktaswild
@tolgaaktas_
@t_aktaswild
Website: waysofthenaturalworld.
wordpress.com/
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Contact Us
Let us know what you thought about this issue of New Nature, or what
you would like to see in future issues.
We are always on the lookout for young writers, photographers and
artists. Please get in touch if you are interested in submitting work.

editorial.newnature@gmail.com
www.newnature.co.uk
/NewNatureMag
@NewNature_Mag
/NewNature_Mag
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